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Good Thursday Morning, Easter Thursday,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our

Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—
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—

In this morning's prayers and meditations there were a few aspects

I hoped to communicate.

The Clarity, Discernment, Formation, Theology, and Practical

[Profane] Application follows from the Truth-Justice-Order identity,

the 'functional application' of such, and with the realization that the

Clarity & Truth from the Holy Ghost must be tapered with Love,

Mercy, and Charity.

.. and Holy Virgin Mother Mary's Sacred Heart as learning and

facing Truth is painful, and often the biggest issue in relation to

Faith is the pain and suffering aspects in the Sure and Certain

Knowledge that our souls are Eternal and this – when healthily

applied should give us the motivation to work through the deeper

causes within our Pain and Sufferings, but often instead given our

natural avoidance and cowardness against pain and suffering –

gives those forces within and without that deny such Truth the

power to Enslave us.

Of course such Truth will set us Free and Move us Closer to He

Whom does not Suffer HimSelf, from which we – through proper

Clarity (in Truth), Discernment (in Justice), Formation (in Order),

with Theology and applied application through the Church Militant

to effectively Transform the clear Blessings, the constant and often

ignored Blessings, the error, sin, wickedness, evil and potential evil

all around us into Service, Equalization, and Glory to God –

towards more Perfect Love, Union, and Communion with God, The

Trinity, all of Creation, and-with-through-as God's Holy Church, and

all else which is Holy Pleasing and Directed.

I realized that the Clarity which manifested about why the

Command 'God Demands Love and not Death, and Better from Me'



as a Pause to the Lion impulse to automatically rip our septic teeth

(to use that analogy) which would lead to a toothless but otherwise

still Sick soul from which other Septic Spread would continue – but

to Seek underlining Understandings .. as to why one might allow an

attack dog to chew on an arm while drawing the sight and bringing

the gun to kill it's Master, and then as needed – to address the dog

and the injury., ..

.. and how this Realization seemed to Trigger some internal

Demon-Parasite (see previous references) to cause the Sin which

brings on a sudden multiplication within the Multiverse – to Spread

the application of this Understanding out and around.

—

Today's Rosary/Chaplet is the Luminous Mysteries, and I reviewed

them through the Lens of the Holy Perfect Recursive Template of

Jesus Christs' Holy Church;His Body, Bride, and all Her Forms –

from which Jesus' Baptism Defined for us and these Holy

Simulations, and suddenly allowed all Days-of-Bread which are a

Manifestation of our Souls to be Ordered Justly and interlinked.

I have discussed Margins or Remnants as a concept – that which

remains that does not fit with that Holy Template .. and might be

considered as 'the remainder' in a long division process. 543

divided by 12 is 45 with 3 'left-over' or remaining. So that '3' must

be further re-processed, perhaps dropping down the Jacob's

Ladder Levels where our Animals are projections to Avatars

(people) and the plants are animals, and that '3' might be a tropical

storm that brings hardship and blessings in degrees to each.

—

The Wedding at Canna is an exciting passage as it shows Holy

Mother Mary who was the Correction to Adam and Eve's Weakness



in Just Ordering – as seen in the early Correction of transitioning

Jesus from Child to Rational older Boy at the Finding in the Temple

to Obey His parents in this Profane world over the wonders of Holy

Realizations He was being filled with. To have a Solid Anchor

between the Holy and the Profane in God's Love in the form of His

Laws – His Sacred Laws.

'It is not yet my Time' .. yet on this Repeat Multiverse Path Version

Holy Mother Mary Pushed for what would be the New Sacrament

that Her Church would need – to go along with the Perfect

Template and the later Proclamation of the Kingdom of God – the

Holy Structure where those Perfected Days-of-Bread would all be

interlinked in many many Dimensions and become the Track from

which Holy Israel would extend across.

Another Aspect of that Mystery is related too the Formation for the

Church of the Confession-Absolution Sacrament which we see the

Completion of it in the Good Thief on the Cross, where the Sins of

the Jews that joined the Wedding were added to the Sins already

washed into the Ritual Containers from which Jesus directed the

Servants (Penitence) to add the Clean Water from which He

Transformed into .. Service, Evangelization, and Glory – into [Holy]

Wine.

—

The Proclamation of the Kingdom of God Mystery has been

mentioned – now our day's soul may be Cleansed and then Linked

through the Perfect Template Defined in Baptism, and the

Sacrament of Confession, leaving Any Remnant behind the

Repeating Day-of-Bread to be Transformed through, the entirety

being Cleansed and Sanctified and made Perfect – for Jesus to

collect and add to all other's and at the proper time to Expand,

Amplify, and Multiply (like with the Bread & Fish) before God's Altar



to be part of His Holy Sacrifice in His Holy Death – the Pulling of

His Blood from Body at moment of Death.

Our Humble Offerings and Services Transformed into His Body and

then part of His Perfect Sacrifice.

—

The Transfiguration on the Mountain is one of many many times

Jesus Interconnected the Old Existing Saints with selective

Apostles in many Holy Neural (Saints & Sinners) (sub)Network

Adding to the Consciousness of The Lion and as Holy Israel

Extends – His Consciousness and those interlinked intertwined

Days-of-Bread – part of His Body and Holy Virgin Mother Mary as

the 'Nerve' Center and System – the Church – that keeps all

Creation so Transformed from the Holy Firmament into His Body –

it all Healthy – His Will be Done within and throughout us each and

others and the World around us.

—

And the last Mystery – the Last Supper .. I touched on the not yet

Risen Christ as Man and Priest who Connects to the Jacob's

Ladder Levels above where He has Sacrificed already to Transform

the Profane bread and wine into the Sacred .. as our Priests do at

each Mass.

.. The Perfectness – the un-alterness of the normal deConstrtuctive

DeGenerative Attenuating Derivative'ng Process of Death and

Dropping Jacob's Ladder Levels where the Village-Avatars of

variations of the soul to Tease and Ferret-out the weakness and

failure sections to Transform and Heal them .. those 'Fun-house'

Mirrors we are deConstructed into as male and the possible

144,000 different female pairs .. with His Perfectness He is exactly

the Same .. the mathematical Symbol_e and the function of



derivative which leaves a fraction (so many copies) of the same

unchanged Symbol.

As I have outlined – and This Perfect interconnection, the Holy

Conduit that is Perfect Fidelity is the Channel that our Ordained

Priests use to Transform to His very Real Body from which His

Blood and Sacrifice is performed.

—

—

What else? .. of course the Quantum Infinite Mind seems to

progress in reverse to what we normally believe we think ..

Solutions are Provided and they create network of branching

realizations from them. One Insight might spawn countless

connections to specific points all over the mind, in reverse of our

normal logical patterns .. like a voltage potential that is resolved in

many pathways to different locations – like a lightning strike and the

dispersing .. the endpoints Pull the Lightning as much as the

Source Pushes.

If I am lucky I can hold part of a Pattern for a short time – but it

degrades – often before I can really focus on it to any degree.

The Dyslexia aspect of it is Striking. I have argued that God Thinks

in a Recursive Method – that if we imagine the Edge of Holy Israel

as the surface of a still pond of water and an Act of Will like a stone

dropped in the center – the Wave not only travels on the surface –

each water molecule (H2O) as the Trinity-of-Perfect-Heath versions

of us interlinked – the Wave moves under the water and each of

those molecules is a Day-of-Bread that Grace (Holy Attention)

Animates .. every moment of ours is countless amount of Holy Time

and the Recursive Wave is the 'Question' and the Collapse back to

the Recursive Function Call (analogy) is 'The Answer' so the



direction of the Thoughts is not one directional.

—

Anyway – I am wondering now. I would like a cup of coffee ..

Which Reminds me!

I decided as to why [one major reason – there are many good

reasons] Jesus wants me to only drink coffee only with others. Most

people I drink coffee with normally are Church related, and 'When

two or more are joined in My name – I am There.' And so .. both

as an effort of Expanding such to non-Church-goers, and this

underlining aspect suggests .. as a am an Apologetic Rationalizing

[Grasping] Fool – that when I am in Prayer and meditation directly

with Him – I may drink coffee.

I suppose also when directing prayers, meditations, and reflections

towards and with Holy Virgin Mother Mary – which is actually a

surprising amount I realized not long ago .. and Start with Her, and

then with Blessings all around so as to Open-up Conduits

throughout. After all .. as a wee-soul after the Coloring Crayons

Transformed me into a first Cell and the Explosion of Cells I drew,

She became my Go-Between and I was resistant to interact with

The Father directly when that time came. And Tested God also – as

I described – as my first non-toddler Act of interrelation.

Refusing to Bless Him because I should not need to for Him to

appear, if He was God.

What Childishness! He Wanted me to Want Him to appear – and

that was the Proscribed way, as Holy Mother Mary said. Stiff-

necked and logical from the start.

—

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures,



and future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

There are a lot of videos and articles presented, and some likely

rough comments. I suppose I should mention – it offered to me this

morning in relations to some conversations I had at the after Easter

get together that I should make clear that I had been raised a

Feminist, and as such insanity and life of horror and twisted pain

that resulted will come across sometimes as extreme – but these

are not some parroted talking-points I heard somewhere ..

.. but by the conviction of the death of my mother and every older

women who ever stayed silent or supported such Satanic evil,

mind-raping evil – all our lives would and could have been made

less Horrible and insane and Hell Filled.

So when I discuss the hacking-to-death of Witches and such – it is

not out of Vengeance but as Protection and Public Example to let

the powerful others know that their severed heads publicly

displayed on poles, with video of them screaming as they are

sawed-off is a small Price for them to Pay as the Wages of their

Sins, and such deaths would go a long way in encouraging others

to Repent and Seek God – to release the Grip of Power they have

– into an ideally Ordered System of Transition towards Truth-

Justice-Ordered society and States of Being.

And of course I should add;

.. that for each of them - There Go I.

My Female-Aspect, unRestrained.

God Demands Love and Not Death, and Better from me – and us

All!



—

Okay – with that said, the rest; ..

—

—

So much [Female-Evil shaped] unTruth. InJustice, and the horrors

that follow .. Truth is discarded with the sweeps from floor – Truth

being of so little regard. Here is an example of the people who push

these lies – out-of-context warped Statistics should result in public

Tasered-till-Pissing-and-Screaming and without such – like the

slimy lies about sexist in wages – the evil mind-raping should

excuse killing those who actively practice – the death of one of

them and the older women in their families for every child or adult

that goes to sleep with increased confusion, self-loathing, unTruth-

sickened state because of them.

When you hear someone claiming children and it turns out they are

young adults 15+ YO, Publicly administrating a broken finger of all

the older women in their family and their teeth kicked-out might be

a reasonable Start to their Correction. Mind-raping Witches! Slimy

manipulating VagFeelie cnts., ..

-

“About the Claim That ‘Guns Are the Leading Cause of Death

Among Children’ | Propaganda in Play”

by Matt Christiansen mlchristiansen Matt Christiansen Matt

Christiansen

https://youtu.be/F2Gza6UkmFU

https://www.bitchute.com/video/F2Gza6UkmFU

https://odysee.com/@MLChristiansen:d/about-the-claim-that-%E2

%80%98guns-are-the:f
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https://rumble.com/v2hrvda-about-the-claim-that-guns-are-the-

leading-cause-of-death-among-children-pro.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

This Abbreviated version of this tune right here seems good.

A nice time for a break?

-

“Free bird goes with any fight scene part 2”

by/under Wrangler

https://youtu.be/hLy2j79vqZ4

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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—

He goes back on the bus (!) .. after all – he still could, and The Job

was not finished.

—

—

—

Remember all the lies Vomited at us over the 'children dying from

guns' – do you want such vile female-evil septic horrors to have

control over every single interaction where money is exchanged –

they would Sanction us all at every level with their Fungal-

Strangling Festering Evils we have seen killing 500,000 babies and

children in Iraq and more elsewhere with those Witches Cackling

over the powerless parents who's children dying in their arms, ..

.. is it not bad enough such Witches are threatening and actually

removing banking and other abilities, jailing us for going to political

protests over the fraud elections, and False Accusing that we

murdered 5 policemen and tried to overthrow this clearly now

Golden-Calf Satanic Witch-ruled GreatSatan .. to Them you would

https://youtu.be/hLy2j79vqZ4
https://youtu.be/hLy2j79vqZ4
https://youtu.be/hLy2j79vqZ4
https://youtu.be/hLy2j79vqZ4


give more power?, ..

-

“Tulsi Gabbard's warning: If this happens, we no longer have

freedom”

by Fox News The Tulsi Gabbard Show

https://youtu.be/_DYQWx94ZBg

https://rumble.com/v2hjf0q-the-establishments-demonization-of-

cash-is-gaining-steam.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

I was wondering what happened to Economist Dr. Michael Hudson,

he seemed to disappear from the regular places I watch that he

used to visit and contribute.

Always worth listening too.
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-

He has a new book;

"The Collapse of Antiquity: Greece and Rome as Civilization’s

Oligarchic Turning Point"

https://michael-hudson.com/2023/03/the-collapse-of-antiquity-

release

Archived: https://archive.ph/4m6c1

--

—

The Golden-Calf Venture-Capitalist Satanic Masters - the powerful

few international Witch-Matriarchal ruling families that own and

control all Institutions – Serving Satan, Their Master.

All the ruling elites that control and influence our lives are EnSlaved

in some degree or other to the Fungal-Strangling Witch-Web of evil

and Horror.
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The death of all [powerful] post-menopause women from a Real

pandemic from God would be the Start of the Cleansing of such

howling evil that is Strangling us all – sucking-off our frustrations,

suffering, mind-raped confusion, Sins, ..., ..

-

“MICHAEL HUDSON ON BRICS DE-DOLLARIZATION, THE

BANKING CRISIS, AND MULTIPOLARITY”

by The Left Lens with Danny Haiphong

https://www.youtube.com/live/CWQjYAg_M84

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

Less specific details and connected-to-evil apologetics then

Michael outlines, but more wide-spread topics.

The 'Official' Debt numbers these people quote always makes me

https://www.youtube.com/@theleftlens
https://www.youtube.com/@theleftlens
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laugh !

Why? .. An estimated 21 Trillions of Dollars of off-books Dark-

Money had gone to military contractors by end of 1990's – and the

2009 Zombie-Bank-Investment hand-out was over 14 Trillions

before the regular Trillions a Week REPO Market 'shoring-up'

started., ..

-

“CrossTalk | Leaving the Dollar”

by RT RT

https://rumble.com/v2hpc6i-crosstalk-leaving-the-dollar.html

https://odysee.com/@RT:fd/CT_1204:9

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—
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—

Good that he covered this – insane rules or Venture-Capital will

withdraw, and Financial support will not exist for them. Effective

[legal] NationalHood corpDragons.

The Golden-Calf Venture-Capitalist Satanic Witches that control

banking and investment systems as well a tax off-shore

Administrative State policies and other methods that Enslave elites'

families which are packed into the top 3 levels of all Institutions

throughout West, and Fungal-Strangling evil-Tendrils slimed and

choke all the way around us all and all we care about – crushing

and tormenting all who refuse to Suck the Satanic Strap-on the

local Witches are wearing., ..

-

“WHY Companies MUST be WOKE or REALLY GO BROKE”

by Black Pigeon Speaks Black Pigeon Speaks FelixRex

https://youtu.be/uCYdKeajDdU

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uCYdKeajDdU

https://rumble.com/v2hu9c4-why-companies-must-be-woke-or-

really-go-broke.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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—

—

—

Besides that McCarthy was absolutely correct – and

underestimated the infiltration that had already occurred, the

Golden-Calf Satanic Witches were in control of the Dollar, the

Federal Gov, and orchestrated two Christian Genociding World

Wars and the Civil War, French Revolution, ...

Besides the common misuse of someone who stood Against that

which he was accused of, someone whom if Catholic might be

Beautified (at least) as he was Martyred – but perhaps this is not

the place to argue McCarthy as the Good virtuous and perceptive

man he clearly was., ..

.. it is good to have her back!, ..

-

“McCarthy's Wet Dream”

by Helen of desTroy, 11 April 2023

https://helenofdestroy.substack.com/p/mccarthys-wet-dream

Archived: https://archive.ph/FWg3A
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.. Article - 'Fear and (self-)loathing in Washington DC: How to Build

a Blacklist, Part I: Isolate & Other.'

—

—

Some music to invite her (Helen) back recovering from whatever

'bad life choices' - as like we all make, no doubt, ..

-

“The Corrs & Bono "Summer Wine" & "When The Stars Go

Blue" Live in Dublin”

by/under U2 Argentina

https://youtu.be/iMnDl4aklUU

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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Here is the full interview – audio only – that I posted the free

video clip of back on my Friday's Post -

Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1857:, April 7th, 2023, Friday

Morning, Holy Good Friday

Archived, Facebook Archived, (See PS for full URLs.)

—

-

“Audio-Only (FREE!): I Interview the Most Dangerous Woman

in America: U Penn Law Professor Amy Wax”

by Ann Coulter (UnSafe), 12 April 2023

https://anncoulter.substack.com/p/audio-only-free-i-interview-the-

most

Archived: https://archive.ph/ZVRQF
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Those who want to interfere with my Freedom-to-Hear [you or

anyone] without my direction could be publicly kicked in the face

and then a leg or arm broken of 1/2 the older women in their family.

After that – again .. what do you do with that kind of mind-raping

horror? Then the Correction all who hired and those who hired and

supported the employers – all the major owners, etc. and all the

older women in their families. Tied to posts or wheel and base-ball

bat broken in public. You evil Slimy Horrors!

Do you think something like that would be effective?

VagFeelie cnts! Why does Elon say 'Grow the F- up, you slimy cnt!',

..
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“Body Language: Elon Musk Vs BBC Reporter”

by Body Language Ghost Bombard's Body Language Bombards

Body Language Bombards Body Language

https://youtu.be/Mjdvjz5djCM

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ONbNLhtfDXmo

https://odysee.com/@Bombards_Body_Language:f/Body-

Language---Elon-Musk-Vs-BBC-Reporter:0

https://rumble.com/v2humhs-body-language-elon-musk-vs-bbc-

reporter.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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More on the disInformation and 'Hate Speech' censoring-excuse

BullCrap, the systematic attempts of mind-raping manipulation of

internet, and more., ..

-

“Elon/BBC Conflict Shows Fraud of "Disinformation," Lee Fang

Exposes MSNBC, & Left-Liberal Politics Ignores Personal

Actions | SYSTEM UPDATE #69”

by Glenn Greenwald

https://rumble.com/v2hu7s4-system-update-show-69.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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Some good points – the fertility has dropped for a lot more reasons
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then he mentions, a designed multilevel attack – part of the

systematic Genocide.

Knowland's definition of manhood is far better then most or all you

will likely come across.

The roll of women in shaping through mating the men in society

was healthy and productive until they Married the Satanic-Gov

which is used to enslave men for taxes and other resources, and

evil-Gov acts as the vicious boy-friend ..

.. and so made and making modern day Western womanhood vile

slimy evil F-ing Satanic horrors of feted Poisonous baby-murdering

sexually-mutilating mind-raping fatherhood destroying inHuman

horrors – growing worse every generation., ..

-

“Where the manosphere is going wrong”

by Knowland Knows

https://youtu.be/-rRipVBlUnA

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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These are good for reflections.

He still has me blocked from leaving comments. Very Strange., ..

-

“The Ideal Body: How our Body Shapes our Character

by Academy of Ideas, 12 April 2023

https://theacademyofideas.substack.com/p/the-ideal-body-how-our-

body-shapes

Archived: https://archive.ph/mXGLo

-

PDF {DropBox included}
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The Ideal Body How Our Body Shapes Our Character
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Download
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.. Article -

“. . .the living organism expresses itself in movement more clearly

than in words. But not alone in movement! In pose, in posture, in

attitude and in every gesture, the organism speaks a language

which antedates and transcends its verbal expression.” - Alexander

Lowen, The Language of the Body

—

—

—

Some music that is silly fun?

These Mashups are so good - What great work!, ..

-

“Spiceknot - "If You Wanna Breathe My Sulfur"”

by/under Bill McClintock

https://youtu.be/pm08v69vG10

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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Some interesting examples – the ho-host seems to understand the

basics of AI a bit better., ..

-

“Wisdom for Life Radio Show Episode 66 | AI, Large Language

Models, & Intelligence | Hayes and Sadler”

by Gregory B. Sadler

https://youtu.be/rK0RszY7jSQ

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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It's Science Woman again – with Flashing but informative Science

stuff .. I am starting to think of these as 'Science Porn'., ..

-

“New Study Finds Mysterious Rise of Chemicals That Destroy

Ozone-Layer”

by Sabine Hossenfelder

https://youtu.be/FVTwr_ka8Kg

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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00:00 Intro

00:28 An Exoplanet with Magnetic Field

02:44 A New Isotope Of Uranium

07:01 Better Spectroscopy With Quantum Effect

09:55 Improved Measurements of Brain Activity

11:26 A Longevity Forecast

13:00 AI Glasses That Can Read Lips

14:05 Higher Resolution Holograms

15:33 Learn Science With Brilliant

—

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

—

[Current popular Memes and Images - which reflect common

thoughts of many - may be found on the SubStack version –

Facebook Witches will/have punished my sharing of such.]

—

—

PS. Yesterday's Post – for continuity - and [any] Referenced Posts,

in that order ..
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Multiverse Journal Index Number 1862 , April 12th, 2023,
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112MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download
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Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1862 , April 12th,

2023, Wednesday Morning, Easter Wednesday

1.23MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1492909102697811969

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/110186222752749836

Archived: https://archive.ph/kDPXJ

https://twitter.com/StevWork/status/1646192279944675344

-

{Today's videos & Articles}

DropBox Files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo

/srl2olhlm04u6lkmkzbr0/h?dl=0&rlkey=qugbnb0ozplxyxq0ih1gibsf9

-

April 12th, 2023, Wednesday Morning, Easter Wednesday, Index

Number 1862:

-- --- --

-- -- --

-- -- --

-- -- Referenced -- -- -- -- Referenced -- -- -- -- Referenced -- --

-- -- --

-- -- --

-- --- --

Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1857:, April 7th, 2023, Friday
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Morning, Holy Good Friday

--

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-

number-1857

Archived: https://archive.ph/5ZPa0 [Update 12 April 2023]

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/bcmddacx3n0l983

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201857

%20%2C%20April%207th%2C%202023

%2C%20Friday%20Morning%2C%20Holy%20Good%20Friday.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1857 , April 7th, 2023, Friday

Morning, Holy Good Friday

60.8MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-
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DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/156iap8oaj0rgqe

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201857

%20%2C%20April%207th%2C%202023

%2C%20Friday%20Morning%2C%20Holy%20Good%20Friday.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1857 , April 7th, 2023,

Friday Morning, Holy Good Friday

1.2MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1491101350157619203

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/110157850277552097

Archived: https://archive.ph/7Qt08

https://twitter.com/StevWork/status/1644368371935334402

-

{Today's videos & Articles}

DropBox Files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo

/rm7vjkjwb0oo4iwpj1z9e/h?dl=0&rlkey=s78lvjx14l9mxsn87uuighxio

-

April 7th, 2023, Friday Morning, Holy Good Friday, Index Number

1857:

-- --- --

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..
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DropBox Files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo

/2bydyraeljsmaz741ojcg/h?dl=0&

rlkey=8pm1upd87wi78led4r0tchv5m

—

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31 March

2023), 2 parts; Numbered posts, comments, images, and more ..

--

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tt4rw41gjdkniem

/facebook-%20for%20public%20-

StevenWork%2031%20March%202023%201-2.zip

-

https://www.dropbox.com/s/eowfq8ljy2vg1dx

/facebook-%20for%20public%20-

StevenWork%2031%20March%202023%202-2.zip

-

-

Pre-Indexed; ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/isukdwlc5r28pwy

/facebook-%20pre%20Index%20Numbers%20period%20-%20for%20public%20-

StevenWork%2031%20Dec%202022.zip

-- -- —

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-

XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4

/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)

Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox

directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma

/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

Links to this Post and others related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-

number-1863

Archived: https://archive.ph/BtsUm [Updated 28 April 2023]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/jgp24imabzjt38b

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201863

%20%2C%20April%2013th%2C%202023

%2C%20Thursday%20Morning

%2C%20Easter%20Thursday%20-%20Updated%2015%20April%202023.pdf

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts

/pfbid0VySVhuAED7AtCvTqAZbq3wBFkzYvv5v7MXGrHtLRwhWCCCfxdQyy3yyX7q2NikFHl

Archived: https://archive.ph/TlbTM [Updated 28 April 2023]
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